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2. Fold the rectangle in half to make a square with the back/wrong side of the fabric facing out. 

3. Stitch the edges together ⁄” from the edge of the fabric and 1 ½” from each side, 
leaving a 4 ½” gap in the center (Fig. 3) Backstich ends of these seams for strength.

1. Serge or zigzag stitch the short edges of the fabric rectangle (Fig 1.)



½”

4. Turn the seam to face you and iron the trim open and flat (Fig 4.).

5. Flip right side out and top stitch along both sides of the seam to finish the trim (Fig. 5).

6. On one side of the seam, measure ½” down from the topstitch

7. Fold along the measured line, then iron (Fig. 7). Stitch around all four sides (Fig. 8).
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8. On the inside of the mask there will be a tube above the seam and large pocket below 
(Fig. 9). Stitch closed the middle of the tube ⁄” down and 2” in length *Do not sew all the 
way across the fabric; leave a gap on either side (Fig. 10). 

9. Flip the mask over so the pocket is facing away from you. Fold the mask in horizontal pleats 
from top to botton (Fig. 11). The pleats should reduce the height of the mask to 3 ½”.

10. Stitch the pleats in place on the left and right with an less than ¼” seam allowance.

2”

⁄”

11. Take the 2 pieces of 4 ¼” X 2” fabric and place them wrong-side-up on the mask front align-
ing edges on the left and right (Fig. 13). Flip mask to back and fold extra fabric ⁄” over the top 
and bottom of the mask and pin (Fig. 14)



¼” ¼”

Make sure this 
edge is folded under 
and sewn in place, 
don’t leave a raw 

edge

13. Flip mask over, and turn the fabric pieces right-side-out (Fig.16).

14. Fold the edges of each fabic piece so that they are in line with the edges of the mask (Fig. 17).

15. Fold the outer edge of fabric piece in on itself until it is inside the edge ofthe mask (Fig. 18), 
then stitch in place. This forms a channel through which the elastic or ties will run. Make sure 
your folds are wide enough to allow the elastic or ties to slide through easily. 

12. Stitch fabric to front of mask ¼” from edge (Fig. 15)
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Mask Use: 
This mask is most effectove at preventing virus transmission when worn with a CDC-approved filter 
and sealing tightly to the face using the metal nosepice and elastic ear loops or cloth ties. Wearing 
the mask along may prevent transmission through touching one’s own face, but may not prevent 
transmission from others to you. Seek the approval of the CDC or Health Professionals before using 
this mask for personal protection. 

AAlternative Materials:
It can be difficult to collect all of the required materials for these masks while “stay at home” mea-
sures are in place. These materials may be found around your house and can work just as well for the 
construction of your mask. 
Fabric:
- Cotton beadsheets/pillowcases
- Cotton tea towels
- Bandannas/Hankerchiefs

Ties:
- Elastic headbands
- Hairties
- Make your own t-shirt yarn
- Ribbon
- Cord/string/cotton yarn

16. Run one tie or piece of elastic through each channel (Fig. 19). You can use a crochet hook to 
pull the ties through, or pin a saftey pin to one end to help guide it through the channel. 

17. Tie elastic into loops on either side of the mask. The loops should be large enough to stretch 
back over the ears, but not too loose (Fig. 20). See step 18 to make cloth ties.

18. Make your cloth own ties! (Fig. 19 & Fig. 21)

- Fold the (2) 1½” X 36“ half lengthwise and iron down the center.
- Open the fold and turn the short ends down ¼” and iron. 
- - Fold the long outside edges into the center ironed seam, fold again onto itself. Use the presser 
foot to help hold the fold and sew down the legth of the tie.
- If possible, move your needled all the way to one side so that the tie is over  one of the feed dogs. 
This will help it move smoothly through the machine.
-You may want to tack stitch your tie or elastic in the channel so it doesn’t slide out in the laundry. 

Tack Stitch



-heavy duty scissors
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